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OBJECTIVES
Explain what a bug is

Practice active and
reflective debugging

Build a simple game

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

SCRIPT
A script is a program (a sequence of instructions) that is
interpreted or carried out by another program. 

INTRODUCTION 5-7 min

Do you remember what bug and debugging mean? We briefly
introduced these concepts during our first class as we were
finding errors in our Sun Butter and Jelly sandwich algorithm, now
let’s dive deeper.

NEW KEYWORDS
BUGS

Bugs in code are mistakes that
prevent our code from running

correctly.

DEBUGGING
Debugging is looking at the
code one step at a time to

either make sure the code is
correct or figure out which part

doesn't work.

ACTIVE DEBUGGING
Active debugging happens

while we are coding. Every time
you add a new block, run your

script to make sure each
additional block is working.

REFLEXIVE DEBUGGING
Reflective debugging is

something we will do as a
class. We will find out what

went wrong in our code,
discuss, identify mistakes, and
write them down for the future.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auv10y-dN4s

Watch this Debugging video on Youtube:

Review new keywords (see sidebar).

DEVELOPMENT
Now let's practice reflexive debugging (Unit 1):

You will see 5 Debug-It problems. Click on each problem -
read the description and what needs to be fixed.
Click Remix to see inside the problem and correct it.
Complete together with kids. Go through each problem and
have kids brainstorm and debug together.

Next, Build a simple Late For School Game:

20-30 min

https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475483/ 

Go to this link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auv10y-dN4s
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475483/


https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/414911094/

LATE FOR SCHOOL PROJECT

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids
share:

5-7 min

DEVELOPMENT

Discuss the elements of the game. 
Break down all the elements of the game for the kids

e.g. first, let’s set up the game and add the sprites and
backdrops we need

Encourage kids creativity in choosing their own sprites and
backdrops.
Debug as needed.

 Add sprites, including all individual clothing items.
 Add two backdrops.
 Set starting coordinates for clothes items and make them
draggable.
 Program the main sprite.

Walk kids though the steps of building a game:
1.
2.
3.

4.
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Repeat for all articles
of clothing

CODE FOR LATE
FOR SCHOOL

PROJECT:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/

